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Surf's 
out,




























 seeking funds for their re 
spective causes can take advantage of the $66,-
859 still available
 to recognized student orga-
nizations through the Associated Students 
Special 




Controller  Michael Schneider. 
The $66,859 
available
 through the commit-
tee is the residual from 
the  1981-84 A.S. budget 
which amounted to approximately $750,000. 
"The 
first step for any
 group wishing 
to 
obtain  part of this fund 
is to have a group 
representative








 at 2 p.m. in the 
A.S.  Council Cham-
bers." 
Schneider  said. "I 
feel
 this will be a 
great opportunity
 not only for 
groups
 that 
want to get some 
of
 the money but also for
 
anybody who wants to know 
how  the A.S. funds 
are being spent 
or
 just wants to know 
more
 
about how to tap into the resources
 at hand." 
Schneider is 
also  Special Allocations Commit-
tee 
chairman.. 
The A.S. funds 








By Warren Bates 
Although fewer than 30 
people
 are being treated for 
AIDS in the Bay 
Area, most of 
them from 
San Francisco, a 
new AIDS 
health  service of-
fice has been
 set up in down-
town San 
Jose. 
AIDS/KS, 715 N. First St., 
opened
 two months ago as a 
referral service for those peo-
ple who have Acquired Im-
mune Deficiency Syndrom. 
t The letters KS stand for Kar-





However, office director 
Dave Steward estimates that 
BO
 percent of the phone calls 
he receives are from
 people 
who have unfounded fears 
continued 
on page 12 
sources  including
 the $to which
 is part of 















sources  of 
income






































 into the 
A.S.  cof-
fers











which  gave 






A.S. this year 
alone. Schneider
 said. 
"Any recognized student organization can 
apply for the surplus funds," Schneider said. 
"It's just a matter of who can best justify their 
need for the special allocation." 
Schneider mentioned that groups already 
receiving funding
 from the A.S. can request 
additional  funds but this 
requires approval by 
a two-thirds 
vote
 from the A.S. board of direc-
tors before they can 
apply. 
"The purpose of the
 September 12 orienta-
tion meeting is not for 
submission  of special 
allocations




 rather to in-
form groups 
of the process and distribute
 the 
request forms to 
those who are interested." 
Schneider also ran
 down the deadlines for 
submitting requests for 
A.S.
 sponsorship. 
September 16 will be 
the  first deadline for 
submission
 of special allocations
 request 
forms of those 
who wish to present their cases 
at
 the first Special 
Allocations  Committee 
meeting 
September 26 at 11 a.m. 






 meetings will 
take place the 
last Monday of every
 month 
. 
through  November at 
11 a.m, in the council
 
chambers. 




 10 days 





make  their 
presentation.  
The request
 forms may 
be




 located on the top floor of the 
Student  
Union or the A.S. Business Office, located
 in 
the basement of the S.U. 
"Groups whose 
requests
 are turned down 
at a particular meeting can also appeal the 
decision at one of the following meetings," 
Schneider said. "Interested groups must sub-
mit their requests at least five weeks in ad-
vance of the event they wish the A.S. to help 
sponsor."
 
Almost any group of fifteen or more cur-
rently enrolled students with a common inter-
est can form a recognized student organiza-
tion 
as
 long as their 
ithe
 organization's) 
purposes are in conformity with the law. Uni-
versity and campus policy, and are non-com-
mercial and non-discriminatory, according to 
the SJSU Student Programs and Services Of-
fice. 
Petitions for recognition as a student orga-
nization are available 
at
 the front desk of the  
Student Programs and Services Office. Wail-
ing time for approval of the petitions is two to 












  of two
 synthesisers
 will 
catapult  the 
music de-
partment
 into the 
space  age. 





 of the 
keyboards.  
By Warren Bates 
An 
electronic  keyboard man-
ufacturer has donated two synthe-
sizers to the SJSU
 music depart-
ment. 
Daniel Wyman, associate pro-
fessor of music and 
director of re-
cording facilities, said the "Pro -
one" synthesizers, donated last 
month
 by Sequential Circuits of San 
Jose, will be used for instruction in 
his electronic
 music class. 
They
 will also be used in the 
combos and big bands in the jazz 
department, in the recording
 de-
partment and for sound effects for 
plays in the Theatre 
Arts Depart-
ment. 
The deal with Sequential 
Cir-
cuits came 






 met with 
Sequential's
 chief 
operations officer Barbara 
Fairhurst and 






Salyer  felt the 
donation  would 
be 
in their own best
 interest. 
"It's good for our 
business  to 
introduce the students to the 
front 
panel of our keyboard and to intro-
duce to them the computer -based di-
rection 
electronic music is taking." 
he said. "It's also important to get 
feedback from the users so we can 
decide how the product can be im-
proved."
 
Salyer also noted that 
Allen 
Strange, who leaches 
an
 electronic 
music course at 
SJSU.  has done con-
sulting work 
with  Sequential, and 
thus helped influence
 the decision to 






aware of the progress of our 
music  
program." said 
Wyman.  "We're 
very glad to have
 the Pro -ones. Our 
budget would never he able to 
sus-
tain  such an 
instrument."
 
Along with the Pro -ones. 
W'y-
man's class is 
employing  the use of 
two Arp 2600 
synthesizers
 and an 
Oberheim




 the 08-6 are on 
loan from Los Angeles studio musi-







By Mark Johnson 
The SJSU Ski
 Club is of-
fering a $50 reward 
for infor-




 was stolen from 




 in the Student Union 








mately three feet in 
width and 
five feet in length. It is made 
of off-white 
canvas with blue 
and yellow art work and 
has a 
Ski 
Club emblem on its right-
hand side. 
"We hung the banner up 
for the last time around 7:30 
p.m. when the meeting 
started," said Mary Pereira, 
the club's program director. 
"At 8:30 
p.m. we noticed it 
was 
gone."  




of the banner 
according  to 
Gina Hamilton, who created 
the 
banner.  
"I can't believe anyone 
would actually steal the ban-
ner." 
Hamilton  said. "I 
can't 
see how it would mean any-
thing to anyone other than a 
Ski Club member and I 
know  
it wasn't anyone in the club 
that




didn't have anything to do 
with the Ski Club stole it just 
to hang up in their room and 
be cool," Pereira said. 
"I've  
seen people do the same thing 
with other signs they've stolen 
from the Student Union in the 
past " 
"We 
just want it back," 
she said. "It's of great senti-
mental value to 
us."  
Anyone with information 
regarding the stolen 
banner 
can contact Hamilton at 354-
















have  fun 
God rested 
1 rom his 
labors
 on the 










































implies rest,  
relaxation and 
fun, but we 












ones  you 
dreamed
 about for 









were  supposed 
to be fun. 









with  packing. 
Now  to me, 
pack-
ing is not fun.
 It is work. 
And it was 




supervised  by 
dear
 old Mom. 
With Mom 
around,  you could 
never just pack.
 No, 
you had to 
pack NEATLY.




 And if you 
didn't  do it to 
Mom's satisfac-
tion the first 
time,  she'd 
make
 you dump 
out  your suit-
case 











eight; 9 a.m.  
Disneyland; 
lunch  at 
noon; Aunt 
Mary's  at one;
 the beach 
at
 two: 4 p.m.
  
naptime;  dinner 




eight, 10 p.m. 
 bedtime... 
Day in, day
 out, more sights
 to see, more 
relatives  
to visit. 
All  work and no play 
makes Jack a 
dull
 boy. And in 
these
 days of two -job 
families, Jill's not
 a lot of fun 
either. . 
Could 
too much work 
be
 what's wrong 
with  our 
schools? 
Perhaps  professors 






"Now. for Thursday's 
assignment,
 this class will go 
out and have FUN. That's right, I expect each and every 
student to haves GOOD TIME." 
What's that, professor? Oh. Well, no 
need to gel 
nasty. 
OK, so schoolwork is necessary. 
But  America is obsessed with 
work.
 We use work as 
a yardstick to 
measure  the good and bad elements of 
our  
society. 
If a person works 
hard, he is equated with good. 
"That  John sure works hard. He's a good man." 
But if a person
 plays for a living, such as a 
gambler  
or a street -corner musician,
 he is not so good. 
"What are you dating that bum 
for, Suzy?" your 
parents nag. "He 
doesn't
 even have a job. Why don't 
you 
go out with John?" 
Never mind that John's
 a jerk. Or that he's so bor-
ing you have to pinch yourself to stay 
awake on a date. 
"But
 Mom, Dad," you 
protest, "he doesn't 
know 
how to have fun!" 
"Fun? FUN? 
What  do you want to have 
fun
 for?" 
It's no use. 
They've
 been working too long. 
Fun is simply FUN. 
Work  has labels. There's 
wait-
ress work, office work, 
house work, field work, white 
collar work, blue collar work,
 paper work, busy 
work . . .the 
list
 is endless. And so is work. You
 finish 
one job merely to move
 on to the next. And when you 
take time off for fun, you feel 
guilty.  
"I shouldn't be wasting time," 
your conscience 
says, "I 
should be working." 
Whoever came
 up with the idea that fun is a waste of 
time, anyway? Someday, I'd like 
to meet that moron. 
Whoever he is, it's a pretty safe bet he never had any 
fun. 
What you'd really like to  do on your vacation
 is 
nothing --just sit back, put your feet up and 
watch  the 
world go by for a while. 
But no, that wouldn't be any fun. And so you plan a 
trip and make a schedule
 and wear yourself out trying to 
cram as much fun as 
possible
 into your two-week vaca-
tion. If it wasn't a vacation,
 you'd call it work. 
Then you return to your job 
exhausted and bore 
your co-workers with a detailed description of all the
 fun 
you had. 
And while you're busy bragging, they're all busy 
straining their brains trying to figure how they can have 
more fun than you had. 


















their  "mile" 
has been 
drastically 
chopped  as 
the
 ax has 
fallen








may mean a 




With  the arrival






 rules that 
aren't  new at 
all.  
The
 rules are 
stated
 clearly in 
the dorm 
license







 between two 
other  occasional 
alcohol -re-
lated
 issues  quiet
 hours and 
overnight  guests. 
Black cloud 










furnishing  or giving 
away beverages 
to any-
one under 21 is 




 new at all; the 
enforcement  is. But 
if 
university police
 were to make a 




 be a paddywagon
 big 
enough to 





 Brown's policy 
is to enforce the law 
that no 
alcohol
 is to be consumed 
in the halls or "com-
mon areas." 
Under  Brown's predecessors,
















 to their own 
policies 
if a policies 








 residents are 
sure  
to feel the 
bite  of the 
resident
 advisers' vice
  like a grip 
tightening on a 
favorite dorm vice.
 
Another  facet to 
consider would







drinks,  slips in 
the
 
hall,  and cracks 
his head open. 
Do Johnny's 
parents  sue 
the 
resident advisers?
 No. They 
go
 after the big 
fish, 
SJSU,
 to foot Johnny's
 hospital bill.
 Brown says 
that
 the 
tons of legal 
cases aren't 
really  the key 
issue,  consis-
tency in 
enforcement  is. 
Now 
the resident 
advisers  can slam 
the door in the
 
residents'
 faces  saving
 their skins 











 two birds with 
one stone. They 
enforce 
the  law and 
force






 for their own 
actions.  
If Brown's
 batallion of 
resident  advisers 
do adhere 
to the policy, it's




 week of cracking
 the texts. 
"Miller  Time" and 
"Turn it 
Loose"  will mean 
doing  so behind 
closed  doors. 
On the other






 the end of a 
favorite  game 




 the resident advisers
 entitled "What's In 
The Cup?" 
With
 the new enforcement




 of Brown's 
highly  qualified 
staff
 
would  assume a 
"look
 the other way" 
attitude.  Resi-
dents will just
 have to sober 
up to the fact 
that the 
resident advisers 
are  finally enforcing 
rules that have 
been present
 all along. 
For dorm
 residents, it's 
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editor -in -chief wrote in 
his  note-
book,"Reporters have all the fun and edi-
tors do all the work." I scoffed at him as a 
reporter. 
Now, as an associate layout edi-
tor, I realize truer words were never spo-
ken. 
A reporter has to meet 
deadlines
 five 
(lays a week and search for story ideas 
seven days a week. It is easy to gel burned 
out in the middle of the semester, and re-
porters 
have
 to push themselves to write 
one more 
story  
I worked hard as 
a reporter and drove 
my family and friends crazy, but 
compared  
to being an editor, my workload was light. 
The pace never 
slows as an editor. My 
duties include 
laying  out special 
sections
 
and inside news pages, 
assisting  other edi-
tors 
with  their pages and 
organizing the 
headline desk. 
lam on call to any 
editor who 
needs my help,
 whether I'm having
 dinner 
with my friends 




Associate Layout Editor 
By
 the way, I am 










 I do. 
Missing 
meals, working

















 editor. We 
work  as a team 
to 
meet  the 
deadlines.  
Publishing a 
paper  is hard 
work.
 A re-
porter can escape the pressures of the news-
room
 and write stories or conduct inter-
views in another environment. 
An editor has to stay in the newsroom 
until the pages are complete, and the last 
problem .is corrected. There is no escape,
 
because the 
problems  never end. 
When the ads on a page are larger than 
were orginally drawn, or the pictures for a 
page were not focused 
correctly,  or the lead 








responsibility  to 
redraw their 
pages amd 
make  it work.
 
It is also 
a balancing act to 
be an editor. 
The editors work 
more closely 




than do the 
reporters.  We will 
get  mad at 
them. and they
 will get mad 
at us, but we 
have to depend 
on each other. 
Besides 
the  commitment 
to the paper, 
the editors
 have other 





 and in 
many  
cases, going
 to work. 
Reporters
 also 





 It is 
nice
 to work 
hard on 














credit  is a 
name  in 
the  
staff  box. 
That  hardly 
compensates
 for the 
ten hours 



















-page  back -
to -school
 tab 
section.  The 
pages 














more  than 
13
 hours of 
work, the 
































 I have 
never  
worked  harder
 in my life,
 but I am 
also 
enjoying





for  me, that












 upset at the selfish 




 and Greek 
organizations  in their 
lack of 
concern for 
the local board 
and care homes.
 They have 
the 
opinion
 that they 















reality,  the true 
transients
 in the neighborhood
 
are the students 
( including the
 Greeks) who only stay 
here up 
to four years. It 
seems  strange that the 
true 
transients want 
to expel the certain
 segments of the 
permanent 
neighborhood  just 














I see in 







middle-class who want to live in their little fantasy 
world.
 The presence of the local board and care patients 
and also the 
Job Corps threatens their little fantasy 




 The Greeks may
 claim that they
 do "charities," 
but 
what
 they really are 
doing is playing 
fun games and 
giving




They  have little 
or
 no concern for
 those who are 
truly 
needy. I feel the 
presence of the 
board and care 
homes
 along with 
other  aspects of 
the downtown 
actu-
ally is a 
benefit
 to the 
school




students  who 
have  not 




 other types 
of people 





 and those 







advantage  of 
this 
great addition
 to their 
educational  
curriculum.  
















 writing to 
criticize the 
Spartan 
Daily  for its 
com-
plete
 lack of 
coverage  of one













has  ever appeared













 to the 









in the nursing 
program.
 Did your 
paper  


























 wrote a 
letter  defending
 the program,





I do not 
propose
 sensationalism for our program or 
the department, but a fair shake by the Spartan Daily. 
There are about 600 men and women tall student 
nurses)
 in the program and 45 faculty in the depart-
ment. All of us share a dedication to improving health 
care for those who need our care, and to advancing 
nursing as a 
profession.  The faculty who make the sacri-
fices
 to pass along their knowledge to their students are 
considered by many to be the best in the state, if not the 
country. 
In closing, my suggestion to the Spartan Daily, and 
the student body as a whole, is to take a look inside our 
program and talk to the nursing faculty and nursing 
students that you see around campus. You might he 
surprised 
with  what you discover. 











































 Records  One Washington
 
Square


















(Change  of 
Program)






designated  as the 











petition to add classes by means
 of 
the Late Add 
process  beginning  
Monday, September 19, 1983 through
 Thursday, September 22, 1983. NO LATE ADD  
PETITIONS WILL BE 







did not participate in Computer Assisted 
Registration  (CAR)
 or register 
and pay fees on Program Adjustment Day (August
 23, 1983), you must register 
through Late 
Registration
 (August 25 through September 16, 1983) and you will be 
assessed a $25 late registration fee. All late registrants must be officially 
registered and fees paid by Friday, September 16, 1983. THERE WILL BE NO LATE  
REGISTRATION ALLOWED AFTER FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1983. 
As a reminder, the University has implemented new Add/Drop deadlines beginning 
with the Fall 1983 semester. These new 
deadlines,  published on page 10 of the 
SJSU 
Schedule  of Classes, are as 
follows:
 
OFFICIAL DEADLINE FOR DROPS 
Thursday (September 
8,
 1983) of the second week of 
the semester, plus 
one 
additional  week with permission of 




DEADLINE  FOR ADDS/BASIS 
OF GRADING CHANGES 
Friday (September
 16, 1983) 
of the third week




















































 last big weekend 
burned a 
hole  3 days 




two  weeks 





















means  you're a 
professional.  In the 
Army,  it also 
means you're 
an officer. You 





medical  team. 





 Box 7713, 
Burbank,  CA 
91510. 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. 
BE ALLYOU


























Day  weekend is 
traditionally  
the last 
big stampede to the beaches. 




 of people 
followed  the sun 
to 
Santa Cruz for summer's last
 stand. 
"It had
 to be one of the 
biggest Labor 
Day crowds in 
a while," said 
Santa  Cruz 
Municipal
 Wart employee
 Dan Buecher. 




that  stretch of 
sand  
running 
along  the 




 intent on 
catching  the final 
rays  of the waning 
sum-
mer  sun. 
"It's mass 










 and when you
 have all 
the 
incoming
 people from 
the Silicon Val-
ley, it creates a 
lot of problems. The
 per-
cent 
of crime goes up 
on weekends. 
"This  is the last 
flock








 50,000 people 
crowded Cowell
 Beach on Sunday. 
Most visitors




despite  the crowds. 
At surf's 
edge,  Kevin and 
Roseann 
Donnelly,  San 
Jose,
 scuttled about 
for 
sand crabs
 to show 
their  children, 
Christine, 5, 
Shawn,
 3 and Allison, I. 
"Everyone 












 there're crowds." 
"Labor 
Day is a time
 to get together
 
with the family," 
said  his wife, 
Roseann.
 
A few yards away from the Donnellys, 
Debbie Ardissone, a 
I6
-year -old high 
school senior from Hercules, Ca., tossed a 
frisbee to friends above the waves. 
"I just came up here for the day," she 
said, "and I love it!" 
Above the beach on the Boardwalk, 
Judy and George Salech, 
Daley  City, 
found a vacant 
window  ledge to perch 
their 20-month -old 
twin daughters. 
"Labor Day means fun and a great 
family time together,"
 Judy Salech said. 
The twins, Denee and Amanda, lapped 
contentedly at their ice cream cones, 
oblivious to the sticky stuff dribbling down 
their chins. 
Further down the 
Boardwalk,  Don 
Barth and Kevin Theobald, 11 -year -old 
visitors from Concord,
 stood transfixed 
before the salt water 
taffy  machine. If en-
joyment 
can be judged by facial express-
ions, they were having a good time.
 
Local 
skateboard artist Keith Butter-
field,
 17, 









































































fifth  and 



























strolled  in 
































 thing about 
Labor Day 
this  year is 
thoughts 
about  the 
Russians  
downing  that 
plane,"  he 






















week -and -half 
ago,"  Buecher 




anchovies,  tuna 
follow 
the  mackerel, 
sea lions follow
 the 
tuna and a 
whole  food chain
 builds up. 
"And




whole  nomadic 
group  of people 
that follow." 
Stagnaro's
 fishing boat 
docked  early 
due to a heavy
 catch. Fishermen
 Rick 
Gandolfi  and Randy





 looked on. 
Manning  a 
rental




-year -old Kira 
Albin  said 
the 




 the wetsuit and 
boogie  board 
renters were 
out-of-towners,  from places 




 But Albin 
said
 the 
beach was more 




everybody's  here just 
because
 it's hot," she said. 
For whatever reasons, this 
Labor  Day 
holiday 
drew
 a variety of 
interesting  visi-
tors to Santa Cruz 
beaches. And attracted
 
some pretty affable 
locals  as well. 
But  now, the last stampede 
is over. 
The participants have gone home, 
and 
the long grind of winter begins. 






wail of the clarinet 
echoed up 
and  down the 






unmistakably  the 




Orleans  musician 
Pete Fountain. 
Why was Fountain 




starring in "A Carnival of 
Jazz," a two-day summer 
festival in Virginia City 
featuring a dozen Dixie-
land bands from California 
and Nevada rotating 
among several historic sa-
loons in the old mining 
town. 








 than a century 
ago. Fountain believes he 
ATTENTION COLLEGIATE BOWLERS! 

















 9. 5:00PM - I I :00PM 
PERSONS WISHING  TO TRY OUT 
FOR THIS YEAR'S
 TEAMS 
SHOULD SIGN UP AT THE
 GAMES AREA DESK. 















 of a mu-
sical lode in the 
tapes  of his 
four concerts at Piper's
 
Opera House to produce an 







made it a bit difficult 
to 
play at first," Fountain 
said. "But 
you  get used to 
"I enjoyed 
myself  so 
much at the festival, in 
fact, 
that  I went back to 
Virginia City a 
couple of 
weeks later on vacation to 
play 
unannounced  Friday 
and Saturday 
night at the 
Silver Slope saloon." It 
is 




 Merle Koch. 
Koch was with Foun-
tain's band 
in New Orleans 
for two 
years  before mov-
ing to 
Nevada.  
On his second visit, 
Fountain says, the tapes 
sounded so good that a cou-
ple more 
albums may be 




clarinetist  is no 
stranger
 to the record -
making business. To 
date, 
he has turned
 out 85 re-
cordings on 
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soon to say what company 
Inbj produce the proposed 
new ones. 
Among his early re-
cordings, which sold in the 
millions, is one titled 
"Lawrence Welk presents 
Pete Fountain."
 Some jazz 
critics still
 raise their eye-




 combination and 
the fact 
that  Fountain 
joined what they consider a 
smaltzy group. 
But Fountain says he 
has no regrets,
 even 
though he and Welk didn't 
always see eye -to-eye dur 




sure on TV was well worth 
it," Fountain said 
in a 
backstage interview as he 
waited to begin one of the 
Virginia City concerts in 
the famed Piper's Opera 
House.  "Those years I con-
sidered as an investment in 
my career." 




because  he was 
homesick and
 wanted to 
get  back to Bourbon Street 
in New Orleans. 
"I guess you could say 
champagne 
and  bourbon 
don't mix." 

















































 the 1 in 
venal) 
Administration  or .ro, 
student
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per  coo. 15 










































































run, you may 
be
 running 
smart  or are 




 to give you 
practical
 information on 
training,  safety, nutrition,
 proper 
lOotwear, 
stretching,  and sports 
psyching. This clinic is 
for you if you 
are a runner
 or jogger  
beginner  or 
more experienced.
 Speakers are experts 
in their fields, including: 
 Training  
Different  Styles of 
Running and How to 
Train  
Marshall 
Clark is the cross country 
mach and distance 
coach  for SJSU 
Spartans track team. He was 
coach  for 
Stanford
 for 10 years and was track 
coach and assistant
 athletic director at 
the University of Montana. Clark 
has  
coached
 3 former Olympians. 
 Safety  Terrain;
 Avoiding Injury; 
'rips for 
Treating  Injuries 
Dr. Marty Trieb is 
a sports physician for  




for men's and women's 
athletics at SJSU for
 15 years. Past 
chairman
 of the Medical 
Association  
Committee on 
Sports Medicine and 
Physical Fitness, Dr. 
Trieb  is a member 
of 
the  American 
Orthopedic
 Society of 
Sports
 Medicine 
and  a Fellow of 
the 
American College of 















Fitness  and 
Nutrition  at 
SJSU.
 She has 
iin M.S.
 in Nutritional




















Howell  is 



















 is a professor 
of 
psychology




 of Athletic 
Motivation.  He 
has 
been  a consultant
 to teams and 
individual
 players at 
every level of 
competition,








University  of 
Nebraska,






 Stretching  
Warming  Up and 
Cooling Down 
Lynn Cross is head












 classes at 
SJSU.  This 
portion of 
the clinic will 
include 
demonstration and 





Registration  no 
later than 



















































upper left: 20 -month -
old  twins 
Denee  and 
Amanda
 Salech 
wrestle with ice 
cream cones on the 
ledge of a concession 
stand at the Board -
stalk:
 Keith Butter-
field, 17, performs for 
tips on his personally
-
designed "Trickster' 
skateboard:  Rich, 17, 
and [labia, 13, of Sun-
nyvale play
 'Smash 
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 fall sports 
begin  



















Las  Vegas. 
Carlson's
 
arm  will be





















































































 of a 
















In a recent 
scrimmage,







completed  14 -of - 
24 passes 




 the  offense,"
 Elway 
said.  "And 
he
 has 
Proven that he can























 for 4426 




 have a 





 ball to. 
Eric
 Richardson 






 on to 
40
 passes last
 year and 
is expected
 to better 
that








said.  "With 
the help of 
some others,
 we should
 have a 
pretty 
good












Chris  Iglesias. 
Smith  is a 
speed 
merchant.  
Although  he 
caught  just 
Jhree 
passes  last 
season,  he 
averaged  
39.3  yards 






















































































will  gel 














passes for the Spartans 
last season in limited 
action.  
When the ball 
stays on the 
ground,
 look for Bobby
 
Johnson to carry
 it most of the time.
 The senior from 
Monterey had a 
fine
 1982 campaign, 
finishing  second in 
the PCAA in 
rushing  with 644 
yards.
 In addition. he 




 has been working 
hard all year and 
running
 the ball well," Elway said.
 "We 
expect  him 
to 
have another good year." 
Also expected to see action
 from the backfield are Art 
King and 
Frank Robinson and fullbacks 
Dave Criswell 
and Mike Delgado. 
Criswell is tabbed as 
the starting fullback. The trans-
fer from Bakersfield Junior 
College  rushed for 27 yards in 
only nine attempts last year. 
Delgado
 is another transfer 
from City College of San Francisco 
after  spending his  
freshman
 year at the Air Force Academy. 
King 
was  the Spartans' third leading rusher last sea-
son 
with  144 yards and is expected to see more action. In a 
recent 
scrimmage, King proved he could catch the 
ball  
too as he hauled in four passes for 57 yards. 
Robinson will concentrate on 
football instead (il 
track. Last year for the SJSU track 
team,  he captured the 
PCAA title
 in the 400 meter dash with a time of 46.06. 
Opening the holes for these talented running backs is 
a group 

















haven't  been 
able to get
 them all 
on



























 16-4,  265)
 and Ken 
Del 
gado  ( 6-4, 
2661  and 
center  Jeff 
Petkevicius
 16-2, 












































 2551  
will  
handle the





















 a lot 
of
 new 



















Good defense is nothing new 
at
 SJS1  
Last season, the 
Spartans  led the Pacific Coast Ath-
letic Association
 in fewest points allowed 118.1 per game) 
and were among 
the nation's finest against the run. 
The defense will be strong again this season. How-
ever,  unlike past years, the Spartans will he one of the 
quickest and physical units around. 
Proof of this is last week's
 controlled scrimmage. 
Hard 
hitting
 was not a rarity in this clash as the sound of 
colliding helmets filled the air. 
"They've been 
working
 hard all season," head coach 
Jack Elv.)ay said of his defensive unit. "I respect 
them
 
and admire them for the way 




is said that 
football  games are
 won  in the 
trenches,  
and Elway
 feels that 
he has a 
defensive  line 
that
 will keep 
the Spartans in contention. 
"This  is the 
quickest  front
 seven since









Tuli  Ainuu ( 
6-I,












6-3,  2321.  right
 end 
Tim  




 Williams ( 6-2,2381.
 
Ainuu  earned 
junior college
 All-American
 honors at 
Long Beach
 City 
College  and 








making  57 


















































 The senior is 




Makela is a 
fifth -year 
senior  who 
redshirted  in 
1980 
because











suffering  a 
broken 







able to play 
until the 














key to the 
defense 
















starting  lineup 
until  the fifth 
game






 75 tackles 
on the year,
 including 17 
against Fresno






"Mike  is always 
around the 
ball,"  Elway 




















 but was 
an important
 part of 
the Spar-
tan  special 

































undergo  a 
nearly
 complete












































where  he 
intercepted
 23 passes
















tackles  a 
year  ago 
and 
intercepted





































freshman,  redshirted 
last season, but was 
given the starting
 right corner 
position  after enjoying
 a 
fine 
spring  workout. 
He
 attended Silver
 Creek High 
School in San 
Jose  and was named




A transfer from 
Napa Junior College. Newton
 was 
used
 sparingly by 
the  Spartans a 
year
 ago. When he 
did 
play, he recorded
 nine tackles from





expected  to lend 






 and safely Lou 
Pa
 I rune. 
"We 
have
 a solid 
secondary,"  


















Ph illippe H ebboah 
booms  into a punt during
 a recent Spartan 









Dave  Berkowitz 
Cal 
State-Loeg
 Beach head coach Dave 
Currey. who 
prodded his team to a 
second
 place Pacific Coast 
Athletic  
Association  finish last year, 
finally
 has good reason to 
boast and 
predict




 this past summer more than 
any other at 
Long Beach State," said the
 seventh year 
skipper, beaming about his 
re -born team. The 49ers had 
finished
 fifth in 1981. 
Long 
Beach will be led by the PCAA's answer to 
John  
Elway, returning quarterback
 Todd Dillon. In addition to 
eight team records. Dillon led 
the nation last year in total 
offensive yat?clage 13,587),
 set seven other division re-
cords, including most passing 
yardage for a season 
(3,517), and threw for more 
than
 300 yards on five occa-
sions,





a tremendous personality that brings
 out the 
best in everybody,"
 Currey said of the fifth -year senior.
 
Dillon's 1982 
statistics might have been what led a 
group of 80 journalists to 
pick  Long Beach as  the next 
PCAA champion But if the Currey 
prediction is to come 
true. Dillon and Currey will have to 
overcome  two serious 
problems  with the 49er offense - the stagnated rushing 
game and Dillon's habit of 
throwing  interceptions. 
Of the 4,737 yards gained last season by Long Beach, 
only 103 
yards  came from the ground game - 70 yards 
from running backs Lenny 
Montgomery  ( brother of Phil-
adelphia Eagles 
star Wilburt ) and Alfred Rowe. The ma-




9 I 1 al Oregon
 
9 18 'al Stanford 
9 25 at Oregon 
Stale  
I 0 2 at 
California  
10 9 at Cal State Folk:dolt 
10 
16




10 30 at Nevada
 Las Vegas 
It



























 a Long Beach









yards  or 
more 
since  Doug Land 
in 1981. 
To 









 per game, 
chalking 
up 21 in just 
11 games. 
"Our offense
 put us in an 








was  down in the 
conference 
because
 of it." 
While  relying 
on the 
passing










backs  the past three
 years to give 
the Niners that 
special
 depth that 





But one reason the 49ers 
earned  their number -one 
ranking was 
the  Long Beach claims of their best spring 
draft ever. Currey said he signed nine 
All-American  or 
All -State players out of 
17 junior college transfers. Currey 
signed the majority of players for the team's defensive 
squad, hoping to rid himself of the 
"clobbered  club" 
stigma.
 
The Long Beach defense did not stop anybody last 
season. They gave up more
 than 30 points in six games, 
including 51 points to San Diego State and 40 points to the 
only PCAA team to defeat the Niners 
last year, Fresno 
State. 
"Most passing teams 
don't  have great statisticalde-
tenses," Currey
 said, defending his defenders. -But our
 
linebackers  have really improved." 
One 
linebacker however, returning 
senior
 David 
Howard,  does not seem to need much improving.The 
two-
year starter led 




 year while collecting nine 
quarterback
 sacks and 
two fumble recoveries. His statistics 
earned  him a first 
team spot on the 1982 All-PCAA
 team. 
The defensive team's 
big question mark for the up-
coming season 
will  be the loss of linebacker 
Ken Faul to 
graduation.  One of only three Long
 Beach players to be 
drafted by a professional
 football team last year, all going 
to the Los
 Angeles Express of the United States 
Football  
League, Faul was close behind 
Howard's statistics with 30 
tackles and 61 assists. 
The quality of Faul's replacement 
could 
determine whether Currey will 
finally grasp the 
coveted championship trophy 
or hang the "clobbered 
















By Pat Sangimino 
Last season, San Jose State compiled an 
impressive
 
8-3 record, but still finished third 
in the Pacific Coast 
Athletic 
Association
 behind Fresno State and Long 
Beach. 
Things will not be much
 easier for the young Spartans 
this season, as 
they
 will face one of their toughest
 sched-
ules since head coach Jack Elway 
took the club in 1979. 
Sept. 10: Nevada-1,as
 Vegas vs. SJSU at Spartan Sta-
dium. 7 p.m. 
One thing is 
certain!
 When these two clubs get to-
gehter, there will be a 
lot  of points put on the scoreboard. 
Last season the Spartans 
blasted  the Rebels 48-14. 
SJSU will have to contain
 versatile Rebel quar-
terback Randall Cunningham.
 As a sophomore, Cunning-
ham finished second in the PCAA in 
total offense 290.8 
yards per game). He also led the 
conference  in punting 
with a 45.7 yard average. 
UNLV should be much 
improved over last year's 3-8 
record, now that head 
coach Harvey Hyde has some play-
ers to complement Cunningham.
 
Runningback 
Kirk Jones was a highly recruited 
freshman, and
 with returnee Lloyd Henderson, the run-
ning
 back will be much improved. 
Defensively, the Rebels will 
return  nine starters from 
a year ago. Noseguard 
Damir Dupin (6-0, 247) and 
de-
fensive ends Richard Grand (6-5, 235) and Aaron Moog
 ( 6-
4, 231) are not the biggest,
 but their quickness will be the 
nucleus to a solid 
defense. 
Sept. 17: California vs. SJSU at 
Memorial  Stadium. 1p.m. 
With a  7-4 record last 
year,  Joe Kapp's first year as 
California's  head coach was definitely a success. Last 
season the Bears handed SJSU its first loss of the year, 
26-
.7  
Quarterback  Gale Gilbert is returning after an up-
and-down sophomore campaign, but he has a strong arm 
and will throw the bail 
to
 his outstanding tight end David 
Lewis.  
Defensively. All-Pac-10 performers Ron Rivera and 
John Sullivan help solidify a veteran returning lineback-
ing corps and secondary. 
Sept. 24: Stanford vs. SJSU at Stanford 
Stadium.  I p.m. 
The Elway dual is over. 
Last year the Spartans
 scored a thrilling 35-31 win 
over the 
Cardinal.  With quarterback John Elway 
gone,  
the offense will be led by senior signal 
caller  Steve Cot-
trell. He will have a talented
 corps of receivers to throw 
to, 
but  the group will be led by junior 
All-American
 candi-
date Emile Harry. 
Defensively,  Coach Paul Wiggin will gamble by mov-
ing Vaughn Williams from free safety
 to strong safety and 
transferring his 
dominating  linebacker Garin Veris to 
defensive end to take advantage of his quickness to the 
quarterback. 
Oct. I: Oregon vs. SJSU at Spartan 
Stadium.  7 p.m; 
The Spartans
 opened the 1982 campaign by defeating 
the Ducks 18-13 in  Eugene. 
But  the Oregon offense should be stronger this year as 
it returns nine
 starters. Redshirt Michael Owens will han-
dle the 
quarterback  duties. 
The backfield of Eugene 
King and Ladaria Johnson 
will be the bulk of the offense for the Ducks, but when the 
ball is in the air, look for fleet -footed 
Eugene
 Young or 
Kwante Hampton to come down with it. 
Only defensive
 end Steve Baack and free safety Jeff 
Williams 
return  from last year's defensive unit, so it 
could be another long year for Oregon fans. 
Oct. 8: Fresno State vs. 
SJSU  at Bulldog Stadium. 7:30 
p.m. 
Always a tough game for the Spartans. Last year the 
Bulldogs went on to capture 
the PCAA title after beating 
SJSU, 39-27. 
But gone from the Bulldog attack
 are quarterback 
Jeff Tedford and 
All-American
 receiver Henry Ellard. 
Replacing these 
two  won't be easy for FSU coach Jim 
Sweeney. 
Sweeney will take a risk 
at quarterback and start his 
freshman
 son, Kevin. While at Bullard High in Fresno, 
Kevin
 was a standout performer and a highly recruited 
student. 
Running the ball for Fresno will be Eric Redwood and 
Lavelle Thomas. 
The defense will be young, but strong, with junior 
college transfer  James Lewis spearheading the attack 






















several  new 
faces  
this 
season  - 
everyone  
from
 a new 
head 
coach 










coach  for 15 
years,  Chris 
Pella will 
finally  get 
a shot





 a new 
offensive
 philosophy




"We're  going 
to be a lot 








said.  "We 
are  going 
to
 try to 
get  five 
receivers  
out  each 






one  or two 
people." 
This will
 be quite a 














Association  in 









the air, but 
Pella  hopes 
to 
improve
 on that 








 who redshirted 






just two days 
of spring 
practice
 - that's 
all  
Pella  had to see. 
"After  just two 
days, I had 
great  respect 
for the 
talent that he 
(Kimball)
 
has,"  Pella 
said. "But 
more 








































 - junior 
Doug Sam-
uels - 
will  be 




















the California native was second on the team 
in rushing with 294 yards. 
Joining 
Bynum  in the backfield is junior 
tailback Marc White. White is a transfer from
 
Laney Junior College in Oakland. where he 
rushed for 900 yards last season. With Pella's 
innovative offensive plans, expect these two 
men to catch a lot of passes, too. 
Also expected to catch passes are flank-
ers Fred Fernandes and Paul Jones, split 
ends Eric McPherson and Solomon
 Miller 
and tight end James 
Samuels  ( the twin 
brother of 
quarterback  Doug 
Samuels).
 
Pella refers to Fernandes as a "great 
competitor." Last season he caught 22 
passes, including a team -high seven touch-
downs. But when Fernandes
 isn't in the 
game, there is not a drop-off in talent. Jones 
has run the 100 meters in 9.6 seconds and is a 
proven receiver. He grabbed 30 receptions 
for the Aggies a year
 ago. 
At split end, McPherson
 latched on to 30 
receptions last season. He will split time with 
Miller. 
"Solomon Miller does a great job of get-
ting his body to the ball," Pella said. "He has 
great 
concentration  and will catch a lot of 
passes








caught  three 
passes  for 
just




 set of 
hands I've ever
 seen on a 




 was a product
 of Wood-
side High
 in San Mateo 
County and 
had  an 
outstanding
 season for the 
Aggies  last year. 








The defense will be led by 
a fine crew of 
linebackers. Led 
by Bruce Thorpe, Hal Gar-
ner,




 of the defense is set. 
Garner 6-5, 218)
 is fast for his size. Last 
season he ran the 40-yard dash in 4.6 
seconds
 




 35 tackles in limited 
time last year, 
while  Killebrew transferred to 
USU last fall and enjoyed
 a fine spring to 
earn the starting position. 
Thorpe  saw little 
playing time, but was in on 29 
tackles  in his 
brief appearances. 
The 
defensive  line 
will be big 













 as USU's 
candidate  for the 
PCAA Defensive
 Player of 
the  Year. He 
was  
the
 Aggies third 
leading tackler




 front line 
will be 
noseguard J.L. 




 2551. Coon is 
also 
the 
Aggie  heavyweight 
on
 the wrestling team
 
and  his extreme
 quickness 
makes him a 
fine 
pass  rusher. Hambry




quick.  Although he 
was not a 
starter last 
year,  he was on 






secondary  will 















 be in good
 shape. 
Allen  was 






Returning strong safety Marvin Jackson. 
redshirt cornerback Ed Berry and newcomer 
Theodis Windham will round out the de-
fensive secondary. 
Pella is confident about improving on the 
Aggies 5-61982 
record, 
"I'm looking for us to be one of the top 
three teams in the 
PCAA,"
 he said. "We in-
tend to be the 
PCAA's  representative in the 
California Bowl this year." 
from his linebacker 
position.
 Also expected to standopt 
are Cliff Hannemann and Clyde 
Glover. 
Oct. 15: Cal -State Fullerton vs. SJSU at Spartan Stadium. 
7 p.m. 
In the past two
 years the Titans have played only 
seven home games - this year 
is no different. They play 
just four in the friendly confines of Anaheim 
Stadium. 
Damon  Allen, younger brother of Heisman Trophy 
winner Marcus, will 
be the quarterback with his eyes set 
on bettering last year's 3-9 
year. 
But after Allen, there is an extreme drop-off in talent. 
The only 
exception
 being All-PCAA offensive lineman 
Larry Baker. who sat out last season with an 
injury.  
Defensively,  the Titans were weak last season and 
hope that proven defender Lee 
Miller  can pick up some of 
the 
slack.  
Last season, the Spartans drilled Fullerton, 38-15. 
Oct. 22: Cal -State Long Beach vs. SJSU at Veterans Sta-
dium, 1:30 p.m. 
The slogan for Long Beach this season is "T.D. in 
'83." While the T.D. stands for 
touchdown.  it also signifies 
talented quarterback Todd Dillon. 
Dillon had an outstanding
 1982 season - ask any 
Spartan fan. Against SJSU last year. Dillon threw for 
over 400 yards and let the 49ers to a 22-21 win. 
On defense, David Howard is one of the main reasons 
why the Niners have been tabbed as the preseason favor-
ites to win the 
PCAA
 title. 
Nov. 5: Utah State vs. SJSU at Romney 
Stadium, I:30 
p.m. 
New head coach Chris Pella has given the quar-
terback job to Brigham Young transfer Gym Kimball. 



























































































































SJSU  at 
Spartan  
Stadium,
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was  the 
lone 




















 in only 
his 
first 































good  as 























players  were 
good, 
said  offensive




but  not 
experienced  
enough  to 
give 
the 
depth  that 
coaches  like 














 can you do 
about it? 
The  injury 









series of injuries 
to
 the more expe-
rienced and 
talented  Rebels in 






 the caliber of 
player you have
 in your second
 team is 
where 
the strength has







were  picked to 
finish
 
fifth  this year 
in a pre -season
 sportswrit-
ers'
 poll. The key 








 of Las Vegas
 to bring in 
strong 
"star  quality" 
defensive  players. 
What  the Rebels have 
is a team of 
mediocre -to





 PCAA teams. 
They  
also
 had what 




 year ever." Las Vegas
 




 an additional 
42 freshmen 
to the squad. 
According to Tanara, the
 Las Vegas 
draft could
 have been better. Usually
 the 
team pulls 
the majority of new prospects 
out of the junior 
colleges,
 most of them 
from the Los Angeles area. But, he said, 
the football program was nearly 
cancelled
 because administrators "said 
we didn't have the financial resources to 
maintain a Division 1-A team." 
The 
possibility  of Rebel football 
being no more scared a lot of 
potential  
players
 away. As it turned out, the Las 
Vegas Board of 
Regents
 could not face 
academic life without the football
 tradi-
tion and backed up coaches in the ath-
letic department.
 The program had its
 
reprieve. But the 
damage  from the 
threat
 will most likely affect Rebel 
foot 












 road to 
1983's  
California



















and  while 
head  coach 
Jim 





turning,  the 
big question
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passes  with 
35.  
"In 








who  is a 




-wise  like a 
junior  in 
col-
lege. 
It's not like we 




not  know the 
concept of 
that we 




 does run 
into trou-
ble. 
sophomore  Rick 
Worman 
will




Ellard  may 





























seconds  left to 
give  the Bulldogs
 a 29-
28 win over 
Bowling  Green. 
"If 
our  receivers 
as a group 
can be as 
effective 
as




 "then we can
 be as good 
as last 
year." 
Even if the 
wide
 receivers aren't
 up to 
the 
par  of recent years, 
Sweeney is excited
 
about  the crop of 
running
 backs that he 
has 
returning.  
"It is by far the 
best group of backs 
we've had here," he said. 
Leading the way will 
be Eric Red-
wood, notoriously known
 by San Jose State 
fans for his performance 
against the Spar-
tans last season. Redwood rushed 26 times 
for 94 yards and scored three touchdowns 
in the game, leading the Bulldogs to a 39-27 
victory. 
Other
 returning lettermen in the back-

























and  Mike 
Forrest
 returning,








offensive  line 
should  be in 
pretty  good 
shape, 
according  to 
Sweeney.  
Defensively,  the 








mean  one 
thing
 to Fresno 
State 
opponents
  trouble. 
"Defensively,  the 
new people 
are 
going  to have to 




 said. "and 
we have to 
get great 





 he talks about 
include 
nose 
guard  Willy 








Clyde  Glover 
(6-7,
 
2751 and Bob 
Sompson  ( 6-0, 
250),  Sweeney 
said 
he has "as 
good
 of players 
as there is 
around."  
Otis 
Tolbert  (6-0, 
240),





 275) will 
also be 
called on for 
duty on the 
defensive  
line. 
The  linebacker 
spot will be 
another 
strong 




excited  about 
senior James
 
Lewis.  Lewis 
(6-2, 220) came
 to Fresno 
last 
season  after a 
successful 




where  he  was 
named








 we have 
a great line-
backer







 only so 
often in a 
lifetime. And
 in order for
 us to be 
a team that 
is a lot better
 than last 
year.  
we need great 
linebacking  play." 


























be made up 
of "better 
athletes"  























 we should be a 
pretty good foot-
ball team. 
The  schedule is not 
as difficult 
as some of the













































Bobby Cope steps 
into a new 
coaching 




with  his own 
philosophy  
about the pass
-oriented  Pacific 
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In this league ( PCAA ). it's 
regroup,






Fortunately  for Cope, 
he has 
one of the top 
weapons
 in the con-
ference 








Berner, a junior 
college
 transfer from 
San Diego 
Mesa College, 
became  the most 
prolific
 single -season 





for  2.586 yards 
last year and 
also  set school re-
cords for most 
passing yards in a 
game 
(370






 a game ( four against
 Cal State -
Fullerton  
)
 and total 
offense in a 
season with 2.431
 yards. 
Yet, in  a 
conference  where 
he was playing
 against other sig-
nal callers





Clarckson  of 








"Paul's an extremely 
gifted 
,football
 player who 





 better senior year," 
Cope 
said. "He throws 
the  ball well, 
has good 
feet
 and is a leader
 on 
the 
field.  He has to 
be the cat-




 last season 
that he can 























hungry.  No one's
 







 Tiger running 
game
 111,1 
be a question mark now, 
but what 
the Tigers will miss on the 
ground will surely be made up for 
in the air. Cope returns one of the 
finest groups of receivers in the 
conference.
 
The leader of the group is 
tight end 
Tony Camp. With his 
first catch of this season. Camp 
will become the 
all-time  leading 
receiver  in Tiger history. 
Last 
year he latched on to 48 Passes 
and was named to the All-PCAA 
second team. 
The other receivers are 
speedy Lionel Manuel (34 
catches for 382 yards last season) 
and 6 -foot -6 Greg
 Thomas 35 re-
ceptions for 483 yards). 
Moving the ball on the 
ground is going to be the problem 
for the UOP offense. Kirby War-
ren appears to be next in line for 
the running back position va-
cated by 1982 All-PCAA per-
former Gary Blackwell. 
However, Warren is yet to be 
tested. Last season he carried the 
ball only one time, but what the 
senior from Las Vegas lacks in 
experience, he may make up for 
with quickness. 
If
 Warren is able to find his 
stride, he has an exceptional of-
fensive line in front of him. Four 
of the five starters from last sea-
son's interior line return.
 
At the two tackle positions 
will be the Smith's  Steve and 
Cary. Although not related, Steve 
(6-8,
 
2751  and Cary ( 6-6, 255) are 
one of the best tackle tandems in 
the conference. Filling out the 
line will be Jeff Carter ( 6-4, 240) 
at one guard, Floyd Layher
 (6-8, 
2651 at the other guard  and cen-
ter Robert Zolg (6-4.2351.
 
Titans'mega-weak'
 to meg 
a -improved  
By 
Lisa Ewbank 
It won't be difficult
 for the Cal State
-Fullerton  Titans 
to improve on 
last
 season. They were 
winless in six Pa-
cific  Coast Athletic Association
 games and just 3-9 overall
 
 
truly  the doormat for





 year will be different,
 according to head 
coach Gene Murphy. 
"If we can move 
up the offense to where the defense
 
was last year," Murphy 




defense was the bright
 spot for Murphy 
throughout last 
season
  ranked in the top 
20 nationwide 
until the final two 
games  of the campaign. 
But the offense, 
well, that was very 
much
 a different 
story. 
Averaging
 just 10 points a game,
 they were "mega - 
weak,"  Murphy said. 
The fourth -year coach 
has most of his offense return-
ing, however. 
providing
 some of the experience that was 













 Most Valuable Lineman Darryl 
Titsworth. Larry Baker, a 1981 All-PCAA second team 
selection and the only new member of the line, will join 










line  finally looks like an 
offensive  line." Murphy 
said. "We 
have experience and 
some good size." The 
linemen 
have
 gained an 
average
 of about 15 
pounds  each 
in preparation




experienced  line 
will  be junior quar-
terback Damon 
Allen,  younger brother of Heisinan 
Tro-
phy winner Marcus 
Allen. 
"Last year we had 
three quarterbacks," Murphy 
said, "but not one 
of
 them stood out. Now we have Allen, 
the best athlete we've had 






 about his size," 
he said, 
"but 
he's grown to about 180 pounds. so he should 
be OK." 
Allen will be handing off
 the ball to an experienced 
group of running backs. The top five
 ball carriers from 
last
 year will return, including 1982 leading 
receiver,  tail-
back Roy Lewis.
 He will be joined by two veteran 
full-
backs  senior Jimmy Render and 
junior Todd Gerhart. 
Render averaged 3.7 yards per carry 
last
 season and 
Gerhart 
averaged  4.1. 
According to 
Murphy, the tight end position could be 
the most improved. 
Speedy 
Marvin Williams and excellent 
blocker
 Russ 
Maybury  ( moved 
from the linebacker position)
 are the 
top candidates. Both are new
 to the Titan squad. 
One of the biggest question 
marks  is at wide receiver. 
1982's 
number
 two receiver James 
Pruitt  has the edge on 




 (14 receptions for 




 vie for 
the other spot. 
On 
the other side of the field, 
three  returning ends and 
a powerful tackle 
will  anchor a 
defensive
 line that will 
need to improve if it has
 any notions of intimidating
 the 
rest of the 
offense -oriented PCAA. 
Senior
 Al Clark will lead 
the youngsters  quick
 ju-
nior Eric Emery and 




Junior  Andre Pinesett, out last 
year
 because of 
academic' problems, is back at tackle to help out Paul 
Taeleifi, a transfer from City College of San Francisco 
"Our interior line definitely has some problems," 
Murphy
 said. "We need to shore up the tackle spot if 
we're 
going  to hold them." 
One player used to holding opponents back is middle 
guard  Joe Aguilar. The senior captain is a small 15-11, 
240), but aggressive player 
who tackled his way onto the 
All-PCAA first team and  was voted an honorable mention 
All-American
 in 1982. 
The loss of Rodney Weber to the Los Angeles
 Express 
will take its toll on the Tiger secondary. 
At the corner. 1981 All-PCAA pick Lee Miller and 
sophomore Mark Collins will get the nod, and three rela-
tively inexperienced players will share the safety posi-
tion. Senior Dale Thompson and juniors Duane Henson 
and Mark Rembrook have all started at some time in 
their college careers, but they will have to divide up the 
duties
 among them. 
"We don't have super depth on defense," Murphy 
said, "and it hurt us last year. But I think we will be as 
good or better than last year." 
Junior placekicker 
Greg Steinkc was 
"one of our 
strengths last 
year,"  according to 
Murphy,
 "but we just 
couldn't
 get close enough for him 
to be effective." 
He tied 
the school 
record  for 
most
















Defensively, the Tigers ), 
turn 
nine
 startera from  a 
ye',c
 
ago, but Cope is still concerned 
with the 
defensive unit  
espe-
cially the line. 
Returning 
starters on the 
line include





year.  At only 5-10, 
though,  he 
appears  to be 
much 
too small




Another  end is 
Thomas  Cowl-
ing 
(6-2,  2251, who





















ago.  At 6-2, 
230 pounds, 





































































 in the 
back-
field 

































PCAA team season. 
Three punters will 
battle for the position 
that  "must 
be improved"
  returnees Brian













 Wilkins. who averaged
 40.4 yards per 
kick
 as a sophomore, 
seems  to have the 
edge.
 
Overall, Gene Murphy 




 said. "I was fairly 
happy with the way 
we 
played last year.
 but unfortunately, success is 
dictated  by 
wins. 
"And
 I think we can win this year  I 
can see pro-













































































After  two 























The words that best summarize 
SJSU's women's swim team last 
year are: 
Wester, youth and inex-
perience.  





 Pacific Athletic 
Conference), but head coach Jack 
Mutimer
 can only look at the posi-
tive.
 
"We had very inexperienced 
swimmers last year," Mutimer 
said. "We had some girls going 
through the learning stages
 and that 
affected
 us." 
One of the Lady Spartans that 
seemingly raced unaffected all year 
was freshman Angie Wester. 
Wester, a sophomore from Cuper-
tino, won 15 
of 16 races she swam in 
SJSU's dual meets last February. 
However, she saved her best ef-
fort for the end of that month at the 
NorPac 
Swimming and Diving 
Championships at Santa Clara Uni-
versity. Wester won the 100- and 200-
yard freestyle 
events and took third 
place in 'the 100- and 200-yard but-
terflies. But her biggest victory
 
"[came in the 50-yard butterfly, where 
she upset world record holder Mary 
T. Meagher with a SJSU school re-
cord of 25.85. 
Mutimer said that Wester, who 
owns five school marks, is not the 
only 
Spartan





"There's a good chance that 
we'll break all of the school re-
cords," Mutimer said. "The girls 
train very hard." 
Mutimer, who is starting his 
fourth season at the helm of the 
Lady Spartans,
 said that he looks to 
the 
freestyle,  buttlerfly and breast 
stroke as the strengths of a still -
young 
team. Backstroker Debbie 
Von Ruden and junior college All-
American
 Glynnis Steins should add 
depth. 
No matter how good the girls 
may be, 
however,  Mutimer said that 
the girls have to train all-out, year-
round to stay sharp. With a 
schedule 
that includes 
Washington.  Cal and 
Stanford
 ( the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association champions last 
season), the Spartans have their 
work cut out for them to improve 
their less -than -spectacular record 
from last year. 
"We go against stifling competi-




 will rest his hopes with 
the sophomore sensation Wester, 
who owns Spartan records in the 
100-
200-
 and 1000-yard freestyles and 
50-, 100- and 200-yard butterflies. 
Her 100-fly 
time of 56.36 was set at 
the NCAA Championships in Lin-
coln. Neb., last month. Mutimer also 
said that Wester will complete in the 
100-yard butterfly at the Olympic 
Trials in 
Indianapolis
 next June. 
With




 Watson and Lauri 
Gray and sophomore Krissy 
Oui-
met, Mutimer should feel a little 
more optimistic about
 this season 
over
 last. But there





Rebecca  Hill, 
who also shined at 
the  NorPac 
championships, may 
not be on the 
squad
 when the season opens. Hill, 
who 
set school records in the one -
and three -meter springboard
 com-
petitons, may not
 return to the team 
due to a conflict in her schedule and 
practice. Because 
SJSU  lacks the 
proper diving 
facilities. Hill has to 
train  at
 Santa Clara University. The
 
travel and 
practice  time have con-
flicted




Mutimer,  working through his 
own  swim club, 
recruits  girls from 
the 
Bay  Area. He sees team mem-
bers  and deals closely with their 
coaches, and has seen most of them 
since
 they were young.
 
"All our talent comes from the 
Bay Area," he said, "so I've known 




 looking forward to the 
sea-
son," Mutimer 
added.  "The girls 
will benefit 
from the carryover of 
players 
from last year 
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 Pacific Soon., 






hockey  year 
Tuning 
up.  That's what the 
SJSU women's field hockey team is 
up to this weekend in 
Palo  Alto. 
They're 
taking
 part in a round-
robin tournament against
 the other 
teams of the NorPac Conference in 
preapration for 
their  home opener 




for the Lady Spar-
tans to hammer out some of the 
kinks and sort out a varsity unit. 
Head coach Carolyn Lewis is 
resting her
 hopes this season
 on the 






anie  Johnson. and 





 a strong 
overall
 team that 
hopes to 











expected  to be 
decided  in 
this 
weekend's 
competition  should 
be the battle 
for  the starting goalie 
Lewis has a tough choice to make 
because both sophomore goalies. 
Jackie McGarry 
and  Debbie Libbey, 





was the first time 
since  1977 that the 
Spartans  finished 
ranked out
 of the national
 top ten  
they finished 11th.
 With a returning 
unit 
that  matches up against any in 



















































will be on the squad puts the 






















































the  only 
















 Paul Phifer 





























Watson  decided 















 round draft 















 His 19.3 




per  game. 
58.9 
percent  held 
goal 
accuracy.























vying  for 
playing  

















 6-61. also a 
freshman,










George  Puou 
16-5  
another 




School  in 
Hawaii.  















6-8 a sophomore 
out 
of






































Williams  will 
definitely 
be
 a player 
that the 
fans 
will  enjoy 
watching  
because
 he is 










 ;i1,' tN 
peeled  to 
give  the 
team
 the 






6 -ti, Ward 
Earn, 
and Bobby 
Evans f 6-1 
are  smart. 
experienced  
players.  
Natalie St. Mary 
A lot 01 juggling 
and  experimenting has taken place 
with the team during 
the off-season. Berry. however. 
feels that the team 
will  be willing to work hard. 
"You basically 











 of putting a 
new  group of people 
together, and 
hopefully they 




 will be tough 
again  this season. With the 
exceptions of SJSU, Cal 
State -
Long Beach and Santa 




 talent. Fresno State, 
University  of Nevada -Las 
Vegas. Utah 
State. and Cal State -Fullerton 
all partici-
pated in post season
 play last year. UC Irvine. Pacific. 
and newly -added New 
Mexico  Stale will also feature 
tal-
ented. experienced squads. 
Despite 
the large amount of talent that 
exists  on the 
other teams, Berry still feels




 it is going to be 
tough, but 
hopefully  we 
will 
have enough 
bin -sea to win and I arn anticipating that the 
team 
will













































































































































Coach  Mark Gale is 
wondering  if his team 
can  equal 
the success 




Inkster and Patty 
Sheehan. The Lady 
Spartans 
amassed
 five championshsip 
honors  in the twelve 
tourna-
ments 
they entered, and 
finished the season
 13th in the 
NCAAs. 
This year's squad will feature 
three freshmen  
Nancy Brown, Lisa Ipkendanz. and Lisa Ferrante  re-













not cause problems. 
believe

















By Dean Kahl 




 thrilled with fin-
ishes  lower than first place. 
"lot tired
 tit 
finishing  second. 
third or 
four - th.Chalman said, al-
luding to the upcoming 1983 Spartan 
season "I'd like to take it all and 
that's what this team is hoping to 
The season opener is still over 




 ('hat luau  said that they proba-
bly will 
not even pick up 
a 
basket-




Last year. the Lady Spartans 
finished 17-9 and 8-6 in the Northern 
Pacific At  Conference. How-
ever,  due lo the league's point sys-
tem for wins and losses.
 SJSU 





 faces the 
prospect  of replacing graduated for-
ward Natalie St. Mary, who took 
with  her an 






rebounds  a game.
 In the 26 -game
 
season  last year. St. Mary
 led the 
team in scoring 
17 times and in re-
bounding 18 
times. Still, Chatman 
feels 
confident  about filling St.
 
Mary's  big shoes with a big group of 
new recruits,
 headed by 6-7 Donna 
Clark
 from  Chicago. 
"That was one of our goals." 
Chatman Said. "We wanted to re-
cruit a tall girl," 
Chatman 
noted that Nevada -
Las 
Vegas has players 6-6 and 
6-7. as 
does 
Houston,  and Hawaii has the
 
tallest
 player in the nation
 at 6-8. 
"Those 
teams  are all opponents 
of ours 
this year and height is some-
thing we'll have 
to contend with," 
Chatman  
said. 




 of welcoming back 
guard Sheila Brown, center
 Rhoda 
Chew and forward 
Diane  Augmon. 
Brown,
 a 5-7 senior, has 
aver-
aged 15 points a game for the Spar-
tans the past two 
seasons.  She will 
learn up with Chew ill
 points per 
game, to provide the scoring 
punch. 
Last season. Brown led 
the Spartans 
in scoring 
seven times and Chew 
was the 
leading
 rebounder in nine 
contests. 
In addition, 
Chatman  is hoping 




Sharon Turner and 
Augmon.  
"Sharon 
played hurt all last 
year and Diane 
had a couple of 




 this season." Chatman
 
said. 
Chatman also estimated that 
the Spartans' 
chances
 in the highly 
competitive NorPac conference are 
good. 
"I'd give
 the edge to Cal." she 
said, "only because 
Oregon  State 
lost a lot of players. But, there's
 no 
question that we'll battle it out for 
one of the top spots." 
Chatman.  in her eighth season 
as the Lady 
Spartans'  head coach, 
will  spend the next month or so in-


















There are no replacements for Inkster
 and Sheehan, 
but there are some
 prospects that could fill their spoLs 
quite 
well  in a couple of years. 
Two of those are lpkendanz,
 a product of Boggbri. 
Australia.
 the Australian National Junior
 Champion :And 
scratch handicapper, and junior Ann 
Walsh, who quat.  
ified 
for several tournaments 
during  the summer. " 
' 






 about the upcoming season. 
"They are ready to work, not only on their gold 
games. but also on their physical fitness," Gale said i 
"They are going through a weight training program. jog 
ging, and a full testing to see how far along they are. 
The country has fifteen schools that feature excep)I
 
tional talent. including 
national  champion Texas Chcja; 
Ilan, Tulsa, and SJSU. The Lady Spartans will meet all of 
the  major powers at least twice during the year. ; 
United 
States men's 
teams match in Japan. Three P 
Their season begins September 30 with a seven 
eluding those from USC, UCLA and SJSU,
 will be joi 
the Lady Spartans. 
Experience, according to Gale. is always a factor a 
ills
 something that a team can not do without. 
sir 
"It is 
one thing that you cannot teach as a 
coach," he said.!'You have to cross all the 
bases b 
you get to the 
experienced  golfer." 
1883 84 GOTT 
SCHEDULE  
Safi 



















 Antorla Golf 
Inotanonal  
2 24 2 
6 Lady 
Spartan  Inutattonal 
3.20 2 
2 







































































Despite winning nine 
NOIR:  roast Athletic 
,1ssocia-
lion 
championships  in the last II years, T.J. 
Kerr's  Spar-
tan wrestling team





don't realize that our program
 here gets bet-
ter 
each year. 
but  so does the  
rest 
of the league."  Kerr 
said. "We couldn't
 have won the league 
last year with our 
1975 team. 
even
 though that was a 
championship  team." 
Kerr's ability to develop 
wrestlers  from within the 
team has helped keep him on top of the 
PCAA. 
"We tend to 
develop players once they 
enter the pro-
gram." Kerr said. "We 






nucleus  of this year's team will be returning 
PCAA champions 
Andy Tsarnas. David Barnes, Albert 
Perez and Jay Slivkoff. 
Tsarnas. a 177 -pound senior,  has 
won two PCAA 
championships and finished second as a freshman. He 
posted a :33-10-1 record last year and is 84-31-1 in his SJSU 
career. 
Barnes 
won  his first PCAA championship in the 1981 
season and returned from a season as a redshirt to cap-
ture his second title last year. The I42 -pound senior was 
29-10-2 last season. 
Slivkoff and Perez both won their first 
championships 
last  season. Perez returned to action after redshirting in 
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I Wowr State 
SIB Jose 
" 
The San Jose native has two years of eligibility remain 
ing. 
Slivkoff also redshirted the 1982 
season  after finishing 
third in the PCAA in 1981. The 150 -pound
 junior was 20-12 
last season. 
Kerr also expects 
some  good performances from 
some of his fast
-developing returnees. 
Sophomore heavyweight Mike Monroe
 will take over 
for the departed Jerry Morrison. 
Monroe  is very coacha-
hie,  according to Kerr, 
"He's got
 a great attitude," he said. "He's much 
more disciplined 
than most heavys." 





























































































































1 10 'Utah State 
1 12 Portland State 
1 13 Oregon State 
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 been said that 





sports.  But that






Chew  has 
8elected
 




"This definitely is 
an
 'if' year," said 








and if Rick Lopez
 is healthy, we'll
 
have a great year." 
Those two 'ifs' turned
 out to be the 
downfall of the Spartans 
last year. When 
Palassou ( the All
-everything
 gymnast at 
IkJSLI) and Lopez both went 
down  with 
knee injuries, the Spartans' Pacific Coast 
Athletic Association title hopes were 
dashed.
 
"We've been bridesmaids 
for a long 
thne, and we're tired of it," Chew said. 
In 
prist years, the 
Spartans have been good,
 
put not good enough. 
Postseason  teams 
are determined by a selection process, not 
just by qualification standards. 
"We consistently score high,"
 Chew 
explained,  "but the selection process is 
based on two things  
high team scores 




also mentioned that the Spar-
tans have a 
strong corps of all-around 
gymnasts members 
who  compete in all 
six exercises) and at the 
top of that list is a 




 All-American was ranked 
seventh 
rationally  last year and recorded the 
high-
est score for the western region. He was 
the 
number
 one all-around gymnast at the 
PCAA Championships, 
winning  five of the 
six individual events. 
Even  with his long 
list
 of achievements, though, 
Palassou
 
won't even be 


















said,  "is 
to save 
Roy for 
the  '84 
Olympics.
 





 the team 
during some
 of our 
dual
 meets in 








"it's  the 
world 
championships  in 
Hungary  in 
Octo-
ber, then on 




 Chew hopes 
that he has 
the right 
performers  to 
vault 
SJSU  
near  the 
top. 
"We could 





















































 of a team 
here," 
Chew  said. 
"The  guys 
are  really 
behind each 
other  at the 




 a day, 
they  can't 






















said.  "A 
gymnast 
can't  blame 

































5 San Francisco 
12 2 Stanford  
12 3 SJSU





































ranked  seventh in 
the 

















him,  though. S.JSU
 figures 


































rven with the success of ex -Spartan
 fencer Joy Ellingson (left), SJSU fencers have had trouble 
making themselves 
known.  Coach Michael D'Asaro, with help 
from
 his team, hopes to change 









































10 Is Washington State 
10/18 





 22 Penn State 
10 26 
California 
10 29 Cal Poly SLO 
11 2 Pacific 
119
 Hew. 
11 11 Oregon 
State  
11 12 Oregon 
Ii 15 Loyola  Marymount 
10 113 
19 NorPec Championships 

































































































































































































"First  of 


















































here.  We 
could 


























































compiled  a 
56-11 
record  








 is the number two fencer.
 Coombs was 
a member of the Junior 
Olympic
 under -20 team in 1982 
and 
compiled
 a 71-24 record for the Spartans
 last year. 
D'Asaro's 
number  three woman will be 
Cathie
 Kay. 
Kay transferred from 
Cleveland
 State University last 
year and 
promptly  earned All-American 
honors.
 
Kay finished her 
undergraduate  education 
in three 
years and is now working on 
her  Masters degree in zool-





 goes high for 
the spike as 





Grossman suffered through a long season, but 
is back as SJSU's number four fencer. She will try to 
improve
 on her 40-44 1982 record. 
While the women compete in only the foil event, the 
men's squad participates in the 
foil, sabre and epee 
events. 
In the foil competition, a 
thin
 sword is used and the 
Competitors score points by 
hitting
 each other's torsos. 
Fencing became 
popular
 when dueling was outlawed. 
The swords
 were blounted and protective masks were 
invented. 
In the sabre event, 
the  blade is not as wide as the foil 
and the bottom edge 
of the sword is the scoring end. The 
only way a fencer can score is to hit his opponent with the 
cutting end of the sabre above 
the waist. 
Epee fencing is the closest thing to actual dueling. A 
person can score by hitting his opponent on any part of the 
body. 
Returning
 foil fencers for D'Asaro
 are Dean Hinton 
( 32-7 
last year) and Scott




be on the team is De 
Anza  College transfer 
Cole  Harkness. 
Of
 last year's sabrists, 




Viveros  return. Viveros was 
30-15
 for the Spartans, 
while 
D'Asaro
 had a 34-5 record and 
is
 considered to be 
one of 
the top five junior sabre fencers
 in the country. Ben 
Donach, 
another  De Anza College 
transfer,
 is expected to 
see a lot
 of action. 
Only one epee fencer returns. 
Junior  Rann Phibbs 
was
 number one last year and he 
will  assume the top rank 
again. Last
 season's 27-13 record includes
 his eigth place 







continued from page 10 




will work with the players
 
on footwork, setting 
screens and making cuts. 
"I'm  excited about 
the 
season," Townsend said. 
"We're
 young and the 
girls 
are showing good attitudes 
so 
far."  
Despite the promising 
talent at hand, Chatman 
wouldn't mind one
 more 
thing  increased fan sup-
port. 
"It would be nice to get 
more fans in the stands," 
Chatman said. "But I'm 
very satisfied with the dol-
lar support 
because  
we're a women's 
priority 
sport, we almost always 
get our 12 
full -ride schol-
arships a year. 
1983 








































2 21 San Francesco State 
San 
Francisco
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 at the 
Athletic  
Ticket  
Office  in the
 Men's 
Gym. 
For  more 
!nformation,  





















ANGELES , Al' , Mass extinctions among
 liv-
ing creatures 
occur about every 26 million years. and the 
cause 
may  come from space rather  than as a result  
of 
evolution on Earth. two University
 of Chicago scientists 
say 
Challenging the accepted theory that
 present life 
forms evolved gradually




 may be 
reset  periodi-
cally -- with drastic consequences.
 
Their findings were published in Sunday's editions of 





 as the death of dinosaurs
 
about  65 
million years ago appear to be part of a cycle of annihila 
lions. said Professor David M. Raup. chairman of geo-





 evolutionary biologists have 




this is changing 
\ cry
 rapidly." 
Ratio  saul  
The professors presented their Malmo at a recent 
conference at Northern Arizona University. The statisti-
cal analyses are being checked by mathematicians and, it 
passed, will be presented in a paper for the Proceedings 
of the National Academy of Sciences this fall. Raup said. 
Sorting
 through





 10 times in the past 250 million years disasters 
killed off 400 to 2,000 species. or 25 percent to 90 percent of 
the life 
on earth. 
The timetable averages out to about one extinction 
every
 26 million years. putting the next event in about 
15 
million years. 
Normally, evolution eliminates 200 
to 300 species over 
the
 course of a million 
years.  
"It hasn't been fashionable
 to look for cycles," said 
Raup. "It has been thought that mass extinctions were a 
highly 
complex set of interactions that ought  to 
be ran-
dom in time." 


































 and is 
affected




 gravity or 
other,  unknown 
factors.  
The 







 on Earth, 
such
 as the time
 91 mil-
lion years
 ago when 
the  world's 







event,  which 
killed  off 
great
 numbers





 by a huge
 influx of 
fresh water
 released 

























Ap,  Com 
puler failures
 in early 
















 be the 
inns! 
likely
 cause of a 
war,








science at the 
University of 
Washington  





 for Social Re-
spoit-ibility.
 said the NORAD 
early warn-
ing sy stem has 




were heading for 
the  
United  States 
several




He made his comments last week Ilia 
lecture at Stanford University. 
In June 1980, he said. the 
Strategic
 
Air Command in 
Omaha,  Neb., indicated 
that two submarine
-launched ballistic 
missiles were headed 
for the United 
States. An alert was issued, only 
to be 
canceled minutes 
later when the failure 
of a single 
integrated circuit was found
 to 
beat fault. 
"I don't think that we were in danger
 
of World War III." 
Borning said. "In 
every case like this,  human
 judgment has 
stopped
 us from 
retaliating. 
But  he 
worried
 what might
 happen it 
judgments  
were  being 





The scientist sharply criticized the 
launch -on
-warning  strategy, rather than 
wait for an actual strike before retaliat-
ing, saying. "I don't believe that the mis-
sile warning system is going to be 100 
percent reliable." 
"Technical fixes for this aren't the 
answer." he added. "We need more com-






first semester here at 
San  Jose 
and I don't 
know anybody and 
your  Grandmother 
told  my Aunt 
Jean
 that you're 
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1A1'  With 
govern-
ment  cutting 
back on its 
endowments
 to 
the  arts, 
artists

















humans  need 
not only 
























 than $5 
million
 to arts 
organizations,  
is the 




members  of the 
New  York -based 
Business  





 also is a 
California 
company











manager  of 
Business  
Volunteers
 for the Arts
-Los Angeles, 
said  
















 of the gifts. 
However,





For instance, New York -based
 Exxon 
Corp. has overseen
 grants to the Pan
-
Asian
 Repertory Theater, a 
season  of con-
temporary and 
a%
 ant -garde MUSIC 
t.), thc 
New Music
 Consort and some 
small mod-
ern 
dance companies,  
according to Leon-
ard 
Fleischer, Exxon's arts 
adviser.  





 coupled with 
such things as 
private  receptions 
at mu-
seums for customers
  is good for 
busi-
ness.  
Business  donations 
to the arts have 
risen from $22
 million in 1967 to 
$436  mil-
lion in 1979, 
the  last year for 
which  figures 
are available. 
Philip Morris 
put up a record $3 mil-
lion
 this year to underwrite 
"The Vatican 
Collections: The 
Papacy  and Art" at 
the
 
Metropolitan  Museum of 
Art in New York, 
The 
company paid another 
$1.2 million to 
advertise 
the  event. 
As a result, Philip 
Morris  was allowed 
to stage a number of receptions at the mu-
seum for its 
"constituencies"   employ-





 can't make the claim that
 you 
ever sold a can of Miller 
High  Life or 7 -Up 
to a single customer because of an 
art 
show," said Philip Morris spokesman 
Frank Saunders. "But you 
can  say that 
maybe the head of a 
convenience
 store 
chain felt more kindly toward Miller or 7 -
Up or Philip Morris and maybe gave the
 











 (AP)  For Craig 
Feder, the limo life was so intriguing
 he 




 the chronicle of 
life in the fast lane featured a 
photo of 
pornographic film star Marilyn Cham-
bers, naked in the back seat of a limou-
sine.
 
"This thesis renews my faith that aca-
demic 
sociology
 has relevance to every-
day life," 
wrote sociology department ad-
visor Professor James Beniger in the 
evaluation. 
Since graduating, the 2I -year -old 
Feder  has moved from New York to Los 
Angeles, discovering 
another well -en-
trenched limo culture. Los Angeles has 100 
limousine companies, making it second 
only  to New York, Feder said. 
Limousines are not only custom cars 
costing $30.000-$50,000.  They represent a 
culture tuned to sex, prestige and "con-
spicuous waste,"
 he said. 
"Limousines are like celebrities in 
People magazine," he said. "They only 
have a life 
of two or three years." 
Feder 
learned
 to like the big cars 
while growing up on New 
York's East 
Side. 
"It was the kinkiness," he said. "It 
was seeing a limo pull up to the curb and a 
decrepit old man step out with a long-
legged, beautiful woman." 
"Treating women like objects is what 
limos are about," he said. "That's why 
you don't see many women drivers." 
When he proposed studying 
the cars 
for his Princeton thesis last year, Feder 
said the reaction from his professor was: 
"I love the idea, but make sure you 
throw  
in some sociology so you graduate." 
Feder did. He interviewed
 drivers and 
limousine 
company owners, did a tele-
phone survey of such companies
 in 40 cit-
ies, examined the 
role limousines played 




He discovered regional 
differences  in 
limousine use. 
"In Hollywood,
 limousines are star 
cars they're made for the grand en-
trance,"  he said. "In New 
York they're 
oriented
 for survival  a 
way to escape 
the
 weather, crime 





 shelter of a 
limousine,"  
he said. 
"It's safe. It's dim and 
hushed.  
The temperature is 
controlled.
 There's no 
need  to fight traffic 




 Feder said 
he
 has only 
been in the 
back seat once.
 And he doesn't 
expect
 to again 




 then it will 
have to be a 
black  
limousine 
so it will look 
good
 with the 
bride's
 white dress. 
That's
 important," he 
said. 
AIDS victims
 get more 
help 
continued  from 









media  about AIDS 
that
 they think they 
can get it by 
shaking  hands or by 
being in 
the same restaurant




Steward  said. 
"AIDS can only be 
contracted  through 
intimate sexual contact, by 
sharing  intra-
venous drugs with an unsterile hypoder-
mic needle or by blood transfusion." 
he 
said.  
Steward said AIDS hasn't really ar-
rived in the Bay Area yet, and since it has 
an incubation period of 22 months he is not 
exactly
 sure of how many Bay  Area resi-
dents
 have the disease. 
About 70 percent 
of the people with 
AIDS are homosexual men.  The
 other 30 
percent are either Haitian immigrants,
 in-
travenous drug users, children of the lat-
ter two groups, hemophiliacs and recipi-
ents of blood transfusions. 
The life expectancy 
of
 someone who 
developes AIDS
 is usually two years. and 
no one diagnosed as 
having  the disease 
four years ago


















































































































































In addition to the referral service,: 
AIDS/KS will soon begin counseling pro:-. 
grams for AIDS patients and the families'
 
and loved 





































































































































































 the news 
of the Ko-
rean Airlines



















of human life  there has 
been no 
sufficient  explana-




The protests have cen-
tered  around Soviet em-
bassies around the world. 
Footage of shocked 
and  fu-
rious people bursting 
through barricades in New 
York and Seoul, South 
Korea, have haunted
 us for 












 0(17,  screamed 
epi-
taphs
 at an empty Soviet 
embassy and prayed 
tor 
the souls of the massacred 
passengers
 ( left 
I. 
However,  the protests 
were not limited to Soviet 
embassies. 
The  tragedy so 
enraged 
someone
 in this 
area 
that they took 
their 













case against a young computer whiz 
accused 
of erasing part of his high 
school's computer memory banks 
was dismissed on Friday after
 a pros-
reeutor said he could not prove beyond 
a reasonable doubt that a crime was 
'dommitted. 
"We determined that there was 
Insufficient evidence" to prosecute 
18-year -old Robert Nelson, Deputy 
District Attorney Jerome
 Nadler said 





riam Wolff dismissed the case. 
Nelson's
 father, Bob 
Nelson,
 was 
bitter about the experience.
 
"My
 son and I both 
feel  that he 
was  not vindicated," the 






evidence.  That is not 
the same 
as being called not guilty. 
"That is 
not the same
 as saying 
they 
made a mistake. 
They  know 





vandalism,  but 
prosecutors
 said later 
they  planned to amend
 the charge to 
maliciously  deleting 
or destroying 
computer  data. 
Nelson  earned an 
A in his com-
puter
 class, but Fs 
in five other 
coures at Fremont
 High School in 
Sunnyvale 
before  the March 25 inci-
dent in 
which  four sections
 of the 
school's  memory banks





high  school and 
began 
classes
 at a nearby 
community  colr 
lege, said in 
July
 he "got a little bit
 
careless" but did 





 that his mistake cost 
the school only a day 
of work  not 
the eight 






case, we felt that 
there was insuffi-
cient evidence to prove
 beyond a rea-
sonable doubt that 
Mr. Nelson com-
mitted the crime,"






 that his 
 son was 
being "persecuted"
 at the 
behest of 
school  officials. 
His son was 
"being  punished 
for 
being  too 
knowledgeable,








WASHINGTON (AP)  The number of victims of 
crime dropped 4.1 
percent  last year, one of the most dra-
matic declines in 10 years, the Justice Department said 
Sunday. 
"The downturn . . . was one of the most sweeping, 
single -direction changes recorded" since the survey 
began in 1973, the Justice Department said. 
The decline closely parallels a drop in crimes
 re-
ported to police agencies, a decrease announced
 by the 
FBI last
 spring. 
Non-violent  crimes of larceny and burglary account 
for most of the decline, said the Justice Department's 
Bureau
 of Justice Statistics. 
It reported that there were 39.8 million victims of 
crime in 1982, compared 
to 41.5 million in 1981. 
change over the past two years, the bureau said. 
Steven R. Schlesinger, head of the bureau, said 
the  
decline in the number 
of crime victims may be due to the 
maturing of the American population, which has reduced 
the percentage of crime -prone younger people. 
Other reasons, he said, are the 
longer  prison sen-
tences that deter potential criminals, and a record num-
ber of criminals in state and federal prisons, who are at 
least temporarily prevented from committing crimes. 
"There are strong arguments in support of the belief 
that crime rates are declining as the so-called baby boom 
generation matures, since a high proportion of criminal 
offenders are young," he said. 
The FBI said last April that the number of serious 
crimes reported to police dropped 4 percent in 1982, the 












































































Those figures also 
showed a drop of 
about  3 percent in 
violent 
crimes such as 
Murder,
 robbery, rape 
and aggra-
vated assault. 
The  Bureau of 
Justice
 Statistics report
 is based on 
Census Bureau





 individuals. The 
survey includes 
crimes
 that were not 
reported  to the police. 
The
 bureau said that 
rapes  were down 14 
percent,  
personal robbery 3 
percent and assault 
1 percent. But it 
said those
 figures were 
not significant









unique  style of 
humor and see 
why 
Steve 
was a three 
time Emmy
 Award 
nominee  for his 
role as detective






 of us all 
. 
. the closest,
 I think, to 
the  creativity 
and 
obtuse 
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 I AP  Gov. 
George  Deukmejian 
will ask the Legislature
 to relieve overcrowding
 in Cali-
fornia's prisons by 
authorizing




 and speeding new
 prison construction, 
the Sacramento 
Union  said Saturday. 
The newspaper said the
 governor's plan, including
 a 
proposal to let 
private investors build 
prisons and lease 
them
 to the state, will 
be
 unveiled next week, 
only  two 
weeks before the 
end of the legislative
 session. 
Deukmejian is spurred
 by a notice of intended
 deci-
sion by a 
Mann County judge,
 who indicated she 
may  
shut down much 
of
 San Quentin Prison 
due to its condi-
tion.  The judge also 
barred
 double-celling at 
San Quen-
tin,
 which could 
require





early release plan 
is contained in a 




-Riverside,  which 
passed the 
Senate, 
was  defeated in an 
Assembly committee,







 mean the early release,
 within a year's 
time, of as many as 
16,000  prisoners, said 
Bob  Holmes, 
an 
aide to Presley. 
Those  released 
would
 not include 
prisoners guilty of 
violent crimes, hard drug sales or sex 
offenses. 
The governor's prison construction proposals are 
scheduled to be included in another pending Presley bill, 
SB422, which has also passed the 
Senate and is pending 
on the 
assembly  floor. 
The bill would add 9,100 prison beds to the 8,000 
new 
ones already authorized. 
The
 governor will propose: 
 Shortcutting environmental impact 
reviews.  
Reducing the number of legislative committees 
the bill must clear. 
 Speeding prison projects through the Public 
Works Board, which reviews all state construction. 
 Using existing plans rather than drawing up new 
ones. 
Hiring outside architects. 
The administration is also considering opening 
some minimum security camps, possibly using five 
closed California Conservation Corps camps, to make 




 answers faster. 
With  thell-55-11
 
What you need 
to tackle 
the higher mathematics of a 
science or engineering cur-
riculum are more functions  
more 
functions
 than a simple 
slide -rule calculator has. 
Enter the 11-55-11, with 
112 powerful functions. You 
can work faster
 and more 
accurately with the TI -55 -II, 
because it's preprogrammed 
f 1.41 
Itweument. 
to perform complex calcula-
tions  like definite integrals, 
linear regression and hyper-
bolics  at the touch of a 
button. And it can also be 
programmed to do repetitive 
problems without re-entering 
the
 entire formula. 
Included 
is
 the Calculator 
Decision -Making Sourcebook. 
It makes the 
process of using 
 
the TI -55-11 even
 simpler, 
and shows you how to use 
all 
the power of the calculator. 
Get to the  answers
 faster 





































AAma i.oled Press 
%tiler 
Americans
 by the 
thou-
sands are lining 
up for free 
meals and 







officials say the ranks 
of 




























 last week of 
each 








industrial cities of 
the 






tor of the Community Food 
Resource
 Center in New 
York City, and Rina 
Rosen-
berg, director of the Hous-
ton Interfaith Coalition, 
tell the same story. 
"We have seen things 
become worse and worse 
and worse." Ms. Goldman 
said. "The 
economy is not 
getting better in 
the poor 
neighborhoods." 
"Our whole goal is to 
put ourselves out of busi-
ness. So far it has not hap-
pened," agreed Ms. Rosen-
berg. adding that pleas for 
help had risen 
116 percent 
in the past 
year. 
The Center on Budget 
and Policy Priorities, a 




in 1981 and spe-
cializing










May  there was "a 
dramatic  
increase









 and February 
1983. 
The 
center  said more
 
than half of the 181 
emer-
gency food 
programs  it 
surveyed 
"reported  that 
the number
 of free meals 
or 
food
 baskets they pro-
vided 
increased
 by 50 per-
cent or 
more
 during the 
year. Nearly 
one-third  of 
the programs doubled in 
size over the same period." 
The survey found 
"nearly all of the agencies 
reported a significant num-
ber of unemployed workers 
among those seeking aid. 
... Nine out of 10 agencies 
also reported that a signifi-
cant proportion of the peo-
ple they served 
were
 those 
whose food stamps had run 
out  before the end of the 
month. -
Much of the food is col-
lected through food banks 
linked in a Phoenix, Ariz. -
based network called Sec-
ond
 Harvest. The 57 food 
banks
 that are members of 
Second Harvest  solicit do-
nations from the food in-
dustry for distribution to 
almost






Second Harvest, said 





pounds of food this 
year, up from about 70 Mil-
lion 
pounds  last year. 
There are no national 
figures on the number of 





a study by the 
Hunger







Public Health found 
three (mid banks collecting 
food.
 35 soup kitchens pro-
viding cooked meals and 
178 
food
 pantries giving out 
sacks of 
groceries.  
The  operation of the in-
dividual food 
centers va-
ries. Some serve only a 
particular category of peo-
ple  union 
members,  for 
example, or the elderly. 
Others  are open to every-
one.  Some require a refer-
ral from a social service 
agency or set income re-
quirements.  Others do not. 
Officials of all the cen-
ters agree.
 however, that 
the need is 
greater
 than the 
supply of food. And many 
of them also say they
 are 
seeing new types 
of faces 
on the bread lines. 
Dick 
Goebel  of the 
Greater  St. Paul (Minn.) 
Food  Bank said that when 
the 
bank opened in March 
1982.  about 
85
 percent of 
the people
 receiving food 
were already getting 
some 
kind
 of welfare assistance, 
10 percent
 had no income 
and 5 percent
 were work-
ing but needed help. A cli-
ent profile in March 1983 
showed
 48 percent of the 
people were on welfare, 30 
percent had
 no income and 
22 
percent
 were working. 
"II means to me that 
we're
 creating a whole 
new 





people have been em-
ployed 20 or 30 years. They 
now find themselves laid 
off.
 And they're at 
a point 


























the kinds of people being
 
served now are laid -off 
workers,
 single -parent 
households,





lot of the people 
they 
are  helping are not 
used to having
 to seek out 
this kind of help." 
Ms. 
Sterling  added: 
"We're getting 
a whole lot 
of people 
who  don't know 
how to be poor. I  
mean
 peo-
ple who have never 
had to 
cook  beans from 
the dry 
state." 
John Driggs, board 
,chairman of Second Har-
vest, said the
 philosphy be-
hind the 7 -year -old organi-
zation he heads is 
to 
"identify hungry people 
and accumulate surplus 
foods and distribute 
them."
 
A lot of the surplus 
food is edible, but cannot 
be sold. Cans that 
are 
dented.
 Packages that are 
mislabeled 
or don't contain 
the proper weight.
 Food 
that otherwise would go to 
waste. Industry benefits 
through
 tax deductions 
available to companies 
that 
donate  inventory 
items to charity.-
Driggs, 
who is also 
board chairman of 
West-
ern Savings in Phoenix and 
reportedly will be named 
by President Reagan to a 
White House task force on 
hunger, said there is 
"growing
 interest- in the 
program and the network 







Louise  Cook 
A....wt.' 
pre...I...M.4 
Lower prices for 
hamburger meat 
and hot dogs helped slow
 the growth of 
grocery bills during August, an Asso-
ciated 
Press market -basket survey 
shows, but analysts warn that the good 
news won't last long. 
This summer's heat already 
has 
taken its toll on poultry production and is 
helping to boost egg prices and the hot 
weather is expected to result  
in smaller 
supplies of beef and pork next year. 
The AP 
survey  showed that the cost 
of a randomly selected group of 14 food 
and non-food products rose an average of 
three -tenths of 1 percent during August 
 half the July rate of 
increase. 
The 
items  in the AP survey were 
first priced at one supermarket in each 
of 13 cities on March I 1973 and have 
been repriced on or about the start of 
each month since then. 
Decreases during the early part of 
1983 helped cut grocery bills for the year. 
Comparing
 prices at the start of Septem-
ber with 
those at the start of January, 
the AP found that the market -basket bill 
had decreased by an average of two-




cues got good news 





































































































 in the amount
 of meat. 
The heat 








birds.  And the AP 
found that egg 
prices 















of a family's actual 
grocery outlay.  
each item 
represents. 
The day of the
 week on which the
 
check was made varied 
depending  on the 
month.  Standard brands and sizes or 
comparable
 substitutes were used. 
Donations























$15.000  and 
attracted  





 so many 







 her 80th 
birthday 
last  week, 





 and the 
effects
 of a 
stroke.  
according
 to her 
children.  
Vowing to do anything in their power to 
keep from going back to a convalescent home, 
they appealed to the public last month for help 
with round-the-clock nursing care, 
doctors  and 
medication that cost $1,400 a week. 
Now the family sits for hours at the dining 
room table each night, opening letters. 
1'here is something 
so
 splendid about her 
face," wrote 
a man from Riverside. "I've 
drawn courage from it many a time. 
I do not 
regard 
my
 contribution as charity  I owe it to 
her." 
A woman from Louisiana told Mrs. Thomp-
son's children: "Be proud of asking for help 
from America for your 
mother,
 for she helped 
so many of us by her beautiful face ... she is a 
symbol of the indomitable spirit of America." 
The  legendary photograph was taken in 
1936 outside a pea -pickers camp in San Luis 
Obispo County by Dorothea Lange, a photogra-
pher for the Federal Farm Security Agency. It 
shows a 32 -year -old mother staring pensively 
while  two of her boys buried their faces in her 
shoulders. 
It was the height of the Depression, and 
Mrs. Thompson, a Cherokee from Oklahoma. 
was a 
widov,
 gleaning a meager
 existence for 
her six 
children in the 





 as a migrant 
field hand and 
raised 
10 children, never
 realizing any 
money 
from the photograph. 
The 
photograph  helped 
make  Dorothea 1, 
Lange famous, but the
 identity of her subject
 
did not emerge until the late 1970s. 
"Everyone  seems to 
relate to that photo. 
graph in some
 way," said one of her 
children, 
who 
have asked not to be identified to safe-
guard their privacy. 
The family
 has received nearly 1,000 
letters  
from young 
and old alike, many containing
 
cash or checks. "Those 
donations for one, two 
and three dollars ... when I know 
that's
 all they 
can afford,  they 
really  mean a lot," said a son. ' 
"I feel she has a 
much  better chance 
none
 
than she did before," according
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Plus (3 0) and 
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Operating 
Systems  
 WordStar* word processing with 
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 Z80 CPU with 64k RAM 
 Dual 
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 Business keyboard with numeric 
keypad and cursor keys 
 RS -232C Interface 
 IEEE 
488  Interface 
 Weather -resistant,  portable housing 
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today at the Stu -
lent 
Union Amphitheatre. 
For further information 
call Dr. Archibeque, 277-
2905. 
   
The Public 
Relations  
Student Society of America 
PRSSM will have a mem-
bership barbeque
 from 
5:30 to 7:30 p.m. today
 at 
the barbeque pit next to the 




dent at (415) 
494-7708.  
   
The 
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 fly in 
Wisconsin
 
PRAIRIE DU SAC, Wis. ( API  The winners 
won't be 
getting any Olympic medals, but both partici-
pants and spectators
 deserve  a prize for showing up at 
this weekend's ninth annual Wisconsin State Cow Chip 
Throwing Championships. 
The event was not for the squeamish,
 as a wicked 
wind Saturday kept blowing
 cow chips and their frag-
ments back into the 
crowd. 
Lynn Vandeberg of Prairie du Sac won the men's 
division
 by slinging a chip 165 feet, I inch. 
Another 
hometown entry, Kay 
Hankins,  won her fifth women's 
title with a toss
 of 108 feet, 7 inches. 
The 109 men and 41 women contestants were 
given 
30 seconds to choose 
their chips from a manure wagon. 
Organizers said the chips were gathered 
three  weeks 
ago, were allowed to dry and 
then were approved for 
the event by the Meadow
 Muffin Committee. 
But there is an art to throwing the pasture patties, 
a combination of technique and 
selecting  a chip with 
proper
 aerodynamics. 
"1 like them heavy, solid and 
about 6 inches in 
diameter,"  said Tim Schultz of 
Madison,  who has been 
tossing chips for
 four years. Schultz, who 
took third in 
the men's 
division,
 used a side throw, 
gripping  the chip 
between 
forefinger  and 
thumb.
 
Vandeberg and Ms. 
Hankins
 will now advance to 
Ihe
 
World Cow Chip Throw 
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CASH PAID FOR 
marling  circular No 
Quotes Send stamped 
self
 ad 
dressed envelope today Mailers. 
577 S Ninth 
Sr . San Jose, CA 
95112 




 hours during se 
meets, break 
Flexible hrs cm 
tomer contact 
& answering 
telephones Contact Kathy Rue 
sell. 
Furniture 296 1261  
EARN  
55000, 
more each school year 
Fleoible hours 
Monthly payment 





awarded. well 800 526 0883 
EULIPIA RESTAURANT 
needs  dinner 
hussars Encellent pert tome mu 
dent job 374 So First SI 280 
6161
 
PIZZA HELP WANTED Mature par 
sons 2 position. dm Ri night 
shift Apply in person Mt Mikes 
Pirm. 1275 Piedmont Rd S J 
START YOUR 
OWN BUSINESS New 
compeny 
setting
 all Wes records 
Selling not nece sssss to earn top 
income New space age foods de 
veloped










m.o.. added end 
can he 
prepared in 5 
minutes
 Bakery 
products just add water 
and  cook 
Also mune, pastas and drinks 
Unlimited pommel Fnr more
 into,
 
rrretion on becoming 
 dietributor 
or buying at distributor pores call 
Brion et 554 2966 
TARGET 
ACCESS SEEKING part time 




Veriety  of serretwool
 melts 
plus bookkeeping 
good typing re 
wired 277 3878 
TELEPHONE SOLICITORS 
54 810 he 
Eve work 6 blocks from
 SJSU 
Call Mr leyMr





 900 N FIRST 
ST
 Daytime 
help for hours 
11
 30 1 30 or 
10 00  2 00 Apply 
in person 
dints 63 70 
TUTOR needed 
for  graduating senior in 
bus Calculus & OBA
 Good hourly 
pay  
Pt.







JOBS Handyman 8700'S, 
Iskilled) for 
emollients  near cern 
pus Also nmd
 2 muscle men to 
work on call et various hours 
54






Don at 288 6647 
*500
 per hour Sandwich Makers soil 
stock clerks 
No evenings or week 
ends Hours nimble Apply
 Sour 
dough Eatery. 848 N Fool Street 
HOUSING 






$600  Couple. staff 292 7247 
LOOKING FOR A 
FEMALE  roommate to 
live with a cerebral polity es a corn 
minion Call 
Brien  after 5 pm 298 
2308 
PERSONALS 
WELCOME TO KAPPA MITA 
FALL 
'83 pledges You we the hest you 

































































Campbell  CA 
DISC JOCKEY 
reedy to make 
your  
party swing' And you won't he 
stuck with disco all nite long Just 
cell 
the  professionals et Ross Hert 
man Enterprises and Tell them 
what you want Ross is an SJSU 
graduate
 with eight years radio 
ex 
penence end many Inferences
 Call 
Ross 248 1795 
TYPING 
All aboard for TYPING THAT TOPS
 
TRUST 
TONY 296 2087 
Santa 
Chits IBM Selector: available 7 
days tweak 
All work guaranteed 
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 expert 
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SI 25:pege Idouble




ewe  Near Almaden E mow, 
ei 
Brenham Lane Guaranteed quick 
return on all 
meets  Phone 164 
4504
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SERVICE 
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51 
Mpg Blossom Hill Los Gatos 
eves Trish Foster 356 3704 
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inhibit
 
lypong Be gutsy try me 247 
4335 alter 2 Wanted A hooli to 
tope 
SUNNYVALE
 VALLCO Marrie  Typ 
mg 
18111 Selective
 III Prompt neat. 
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Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate 
officer
 
commissioning program. You could start 
planning
 on a 
career like the 
men 
in this ad 
haw.
 
And also haw some
 geld 
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MI Earning $100 a month during the school war 
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